School (4-5)
Word-family map

angle

angle's
angles
angled
angling

right angle
at an angle

angler
angular
angularity
triangulate
triangulation

triangle
rectangle
quadrangle
triangular
rectangular
quadrangular
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School (4-5)
Word-family map

- compose
  - composed
  - composing

- decompose
  - decomposition
  - decomposes
  - decomposed
  - decomposing

- composer
  - composite
  - composition
  - composure
  - composedly

- musical composition
  - chemical composition
  - decomposition process
Johnston had an idea for a new **code** to communicate secretly. The **code** would be in a language called Navajo. *(Code talkers)*

After Morse invented a way to send messages using electricity, he developed a **code** for messages. He used dots and dashes to stand for different letters and numbers. *(Communicating)*

These undercover officers patrol the streets of Iran to make sure that people are following strict **codes** of behavior. *(Pokémon Go in Iran)*

**code**

I started learning to **code**, taking classes online to become a software engineer. *(I break stuff for a living)*

Justinian told Byzantine scholars to collect and organize the laws of the Romans into a **code**. This **code**, called the Justinian **Code**, made the laws clearer. *(Byzantine Empire and Ancient Arabia)*

A set of rules about how to behave or how to do something *(n)*

To write programs for a computer *(v)*, or the instructions written in the program *(n)*

A system of words or symbols that you must learn to be able to understand *(n)*
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"This is not just a North Carolina issue," he stated. "This is now a national issue." (Bathroom bill)

Schools rarely go to the extreme of banning music. However, the issue of allowing popular music in school is a hot topic. (Can schools pull the plug on music?)

Perhaps you may have guessed by this time that when old Mrs. Lathrop issued orders they were usually obeyed. (Understood Betsy)

To state, give, or lend officially (v)

Next we plan all the other stories that will appear in this issue of the magazine. (Cover to cover)

I hope everyone has had a glimpse of our huge pile of letters, emails, and Web postings to discuss our next issue of the magazine. (Ask the expert)

In 1775, John Hancock suggests that Congress issue bills of credit. People could exchange these paper notes for silver Spanish milled dollars after the war. (Inside the U.S. mint)
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